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Abstract
Knowledge has proven to be a useful and fundamental
formalism for reasoning about distributed systems. The application of this formalism, however, entails a loss of volition on the part of processes about which something is
known. This loss of volition is often not appropriate in
loosely coupled distributed systems. In this paper, we generalize the formal characterization of knowledge into one
of belief. Belief has the advantage of allowing processes to
maintain volition. We examine some of the similarities and
surprising differences between knowledge and belief. We
also present some examples of distributed applications that
are more conveniently characterized with belief rather than
knowledge.

1. Introduction
The general concepts of knowledge and belief have received considerable attention in such diverse fields as philosophy [12], artificial intelligence [6, 15] game theory
[1], economics [17], linguistics [3], and computer science
[2, 11, 5]. Although the models and contexts are not always
the same, there are considerable similarities among them.
A survey by Halpern [9] describes some of the common
threads in the area of knowledge in various fields. In the
context of distributed systems, knowledge has been defined
in terms of isomorphisms of computations with respect to
processes [2], in terms of global and local states being indistinguishable with respect to an agent [6], and in terms of
equivalence of scenarios [13, 10].
A fundamental result in the application of knowledge to
distributed systems is that a process can only gain knowledge about remote predicates by receiving a message and
conversely can only lose knowledge by sending a message.
That is, if a process P knows something about the state of
a remote process Q, Q can only change that part of its state
if P sends a message. Q has lost volition, that is, the auton-

omy to change this part of its local state. This loss of autonomy, however, may be too strict a requirement for some
distributed applications (e.g., ad hoc networks) or some aspects of local state (e.g., failure modes which are controlled
by the environment).
In this paper, we generalize the characterization of
knowledge in distributed systems into one of belief. This
new formalism is based on isomorphisms of system computations. Unlike knowledge, belief allows processes to
maintain autonomy in the control of their local state. Belief about remote predicates can be gained or lost by either
sending or receiving messages or by internal events.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the formal definition of knowledge and
the fundamental theorems for its application to distributed
systems. In Section 3, we formally define the notion of
belief and establish knowledge as a special case. We then
investigate some similarities and surprising differences between the two concepts. Sections 4 and 5 give the basic
theorems for working with belief and describe how it can be
gained, lost, and transferred. We illustrate the application of
belief by examining two common constructs in distributed
systems: directory services and asynchronous leases. Both
constructs are more suitably characterized in terms of belief
rather than knowledge. Section 7 concludes and indicates
directions for future work.

2. Background: Knowledge in Distributed Systems
2.1. Computations
An event on a process is either a send, a receive, or an internal event. A process computation is a finite sequence of
events on that process. A process is characterized by a set of
process computations. This set is prefix closed. Let z be any
sequence of events in a distributed system. The projection
of z on a component process p, denoted by zp , is the subsequence of z consisting of all events on p. A finite sequence

of events z is a system computation of a distributed system
if: (i) for all processes p, zp is a process computation, and
(ii) for every receive event in z , there is the corresponding
send event in z .
System computations are also prefix closed. The set of
all system computations is denoted by X , while a particular system computation is denoted by x, y , or z . The concatenation of two sequences y and z is written (y ; z ). For
sequences y and z , y  z denotes that y is a prefix of z ;
in that case (y; z ) denotes the suffix of z obtained by removing y from z . The set of all processes in the system is
denoted by D and for any process set P , P = D P . For a
predicate b defined on X , b at x denotes its value for computation x. We assume that all predicates are total and we
assume that for a given system there are only finitely many
possible events on any of the processes.

2.3. Local Predicates
Let b be a predicate on system computations, and P be
a set of processes. The predicate P sure b is defined as
follows.
Definition 2.5. (P sure b) at
(P knows  b) at x.

x if (P

In other words, (P sure b) at
value of b after x.

x means that P

Definition 2.6.

b is local to P

knows b) at

x or

knows the

if, for all x, (P sure b) at x.

That is, the value of b is always known to P . Local predicates capture our intuitive notion of a predicate whose value
is controlled by the actions of the process to which it is local.

2.2. Isomorphism and Knowledge
For a process p, the relation [p℄ on the set of all system
computations is defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. For x; y

2 X , x[p℄y if xp = yp .

3. Definition of Belief

In words, two computations x and y are isomorphic with
respect to p if p’s computation is the same in x and y . That
is, the computations x and y cannot be distinguished by p.
In general, for a process set P , the relation [P ℄ is defined
as
Definition 2.2. For x; y

2 X , x[P ℄y if for all p 2 P , x[p℄y.

That is, x[P ℄y means that the computations x and y cannot be distinguished by any of the processes in P .
The relation [P ℄ is an equivalence relation on X . We
denote the equivalence class of [P ℄ containing x by [P ℄x
(i.e., [P ℄x = fy 2 X : y [P ℄xg). For a set A, jAj stands for
its cardinality. For a computation x, jxj is its length.
Definition 2.3. Let n > 0 and Pi be process sets, 0  i 
n:
x[P0 : : : Pn ℄z means x[P0 : : : Pn 1 ℄y and y[Pn ℄z , for some
computation y.
Principle of computation extension: Let
on P .

e be an event

1. If e is an internal or send event, and (x; e) is a computation, and x[P ℄y , then (y ; e) is a computation.
2. If e is an internal or receive event and (x; e)[P ℄y , then
(y e) is a computation, where (y e) is the sequence
obtained by deleting e from y .
Definition 2.4 (Knowledge). (P knows b) at
y 2 [P ℄x , b at y is true.

Notation. The operator knows has higher binding than
at , so (P knows b) at x may be written as P knows b at x.

x if for all

Knowledge has proven to be useful in establishing lower
bounds for some distributed algorithms [2]. In general,
however, many algorithms cannot be characterized with
knowledge because of its strict requirements. For example, one property of knowledge is that only true things can
be known (P knows b at x =) b at x). Consider a
shared network printer. If a client comes to know that the
printer has paper in its tray, then it must be the case that
there is indeed paper in its tray. Another consequence of
the classic definition of knowledge is that knowledge about
a remote predicate cannot be lost by receiving a message. In
the case of the shared printer, a client cannot “forget” that
there is paper in the printer tray simply by receiving messages. Knowledge requires that the client send a message
in order for the remote predicate to become false. In practical terms, this means the printer cannot empty its paper
tray unless all its clients (that knew the tray was nonempty)
send a message with their permission! Until that happens,
the printer must maintain paper in its paper tray.
Clearly, this is too restrictive a requirement for loosely
coupled systems, where clients can dynamically join or
leave, and where client crashes or suspensions are frequent.
In practice, the printer is allowed to modify its local state
(i.e., empty its paper tray). That is, the state of the paper
tray is never known to remote clients in the formal sense.
Nevertheless, messages indicating that there is paper in
the tray can be useful to clients. While, strictly speaking,
receiving such a message does not increase the knowledge
a client has about the current state of the printer tray, it
clearly communicates something about a recent past state,

with the corresponding likely consequences for the current
state. With this in mind, we define a notion of belief for
distributed systems.
Let [Pb ℄x denote the subset of [P ℄x where predicate b
holds true. That is, [Pb ℄x = fy 2 [P ℄x : b at y is trueg.
Then, P knows b at x is equivalent to [P ℄x = [Pb ℄x . A natural way to generalize knowledge is the following: process
P believes b at x means b holds for most (or some) computations isomorphic to x with respect to P . More precisely,
we might quantify belief by attaching a real number with
0   1. So, a first attempt to define “P believes b at x
with ” would be
j[Pb ℄x j 
j[P ℄xj
However, there is a technical problem with this definition. Since the computations can be arbitrarily long, the set
[P ℄x can be infinite, as can the numerator of the above expression. (If the numerator is finite and the denominator is
infinite, then the fraction would be 0). Therefore, we need
to define the belief more carefully. To this end, we first introduce some notation.
For a natural number N , let XN = fx 2 X : jxj  N g.
That is, XN is the set of all system computations of length
at most N . If there are n processes in the system
PN and each
process has k possible actions, then jXN j  i=0 (kn)i =
((kn)N +1 1)=(kn 1). For each computation x, process set P , predicate b, and natural number N such that
XN \ [P ℄x is not empty, we define a (rational) number
aN = aN (P; b; x) by

aN

=

jXN \ [Pb ℄x j
jXN \ [P ℄x j

P

bel

b at x if

1
1
lim inf aN + lim sup aN
2 N !1
2 N !1

4. Properties of Belief
Our first observation is that P knows b implies P bel b
for any 0 
 1; in particular, P bel1 b. Conversely, when the sequence aN is constant, P bel1 b implies P knows b. In general, however, a belief of 1 is not
the same as knowledge. This distinction is illustrated by the
following example.
Example 4.1. Consider the system consisting of two processes, p and q . Let p’s and q ’s computations consist of sp 
and sq  respectively, where sp and sq are internal events
(skip actions) on the corresponding processes. The set of
system computations is (sp jsq ) . Let x be sq sq and let b
be the predicate “There are at least 2 events”. It is not the
case that p knows b at x (since y [p℄x where y = sq , yet
 b at y). However, it is the case that p bel1 b at x (since
aN = NN +11 for N  1, and hence limN !1 aN = 1).
The following lemma states some basic properties of belief.
Lemma 4.1.

We obtain a sequence of rational numbers (aN )N 0 with
0  aN  1. Note that aN represents the fraction of
the computations of length at most N in the class [P ℄x for
which b is true. A second attempt to define belief would
be to use the limit of this sequence. That is, P believes b
at x with when limN !1 aN  . Unfortunately, there
is still a technical problem with this attempt: Not every sequence of real (or rational) numbers has a limit. However,
every sequence of real numbers does have a lower limit (denoted by lim inf ) and an upper limit (denoted by lim sup).
The lower (upper) limit of an infinite sequence S is the infimum (supremum) of the limits of all infinite subsequences
of S . There is no reason to prefer one of these limits over
the other in defining belief. Indeed, the average of the two
limits has some pleasing symmetries.
Definition 3.1 (Belief).

Notation: We will often write lim aN , lim inf aN , and
lim sup aN to mean lim aN ; lim inf aN and lim sup aN
N !1
N !1
N !1
respectively.
Although lim aN need not exist for an arbitrary sequence aN , lim inf aN and lim sup aN always do. When
lim aN does exist, lim aN = lim inf aN = lim sup aN =
1
lim inf aN + 12 lim sup aN . Moreover, since 0  aN  1
2
for all N , both lim inf aN and lim sup aN are between 0
and 1.



>
b at x)

1
2

P

b implies P

bel

b for all

b) _  (P

bel

b)

1. If
2.

bel

3. (P bel
4.

P

bel0

(lim inf aN + lim sup aN ) then

 (P

bel



b for any predicate b.

5. (P knows b)

) (P

bel1 b)

6. If aN is constant, (P bel1 b)

) (P

knows b)

7. If there exists an integer N0 such that jxj  N0 for
all x 2 X , that is if the lengths of computations are
bounded, then
i) aN = aM for all N; M  N0 , that is the sequence
aN eventually becomes constant.
ii) (P bel1 b) , (P knows b)
8. If x[P ℄y then (P bel
9. [(P bel

b at x) , (P

b) ^ (b ) b0)℄ ) (P

bel

bel

b0 )

b at y)

2. If e is a send, then (P knows b at (x; e)) ) (P knows
b at x) (Knowledge is not gained).

b0 )) ) P belmaxf ; g (b _ b0 )
((P bel b) _ (P bel b0 )) ) P belminf ; g (b _ b0 )
 b) for the maximal be(P bel b at x) ) (P bel1
lief level of , i.e., for = 12 (lim inf aN +lim sup aN )

3. If e is an internal event, then P knows b at x =
(P knows b at (x; e)) (Knowledge is unchanged).

11. ((P bel
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

b) ^ (P bel b0 )) ) P belmaxf0;

g (b ^

10. ((P bel
b0 )

b) ^ (P

+

1

bel

) P bel b
P bel (P bel b) ) P bel b, if > 0
([P [ Q℄x  [Pb ℄x [ [Qb ℄x ) ) P [ Q knows b at x
P

bel (Q knows b)

Proof. Most of these properties follow from the definition
immediately. We give a proof of 13 as an example. Let a
~N
be the sequence associated with  b, so that aN + a
~N = 1
for all N . Therefore, a
~N = 1 aN and lim inf(~
aN ) =
lim inf(1 aN ) = 1+lim inf( aN ) = 1 lim sup(aN ) and
lim sup(~
aN ) = lim sup(1 aN ) = 1 + lim sup( aN ) =
1 lim inf(aN ). Hence, 12 (lim inf a
~N + lim sup a
~N ) =
1
1
(2
(lim
inf
a
+
lim
sup
a
))
=
1
(lim
inf
aN +
N
N
2
2
lim sup aN ) = 1
:
The following lemma is proven using Theorem 4 in [2].
Lemma 4.2. For arbitrary process sets P1 : : : Pn , predicate
b, and computations x and y, if (P1 knows : : : Pn 1 knows
(Pn bel b at x)) and x[P1 : : : Pn ℄y , then (Pn bel b at y ).
Proof. Assume that (P1 knows : : : Pn 1 knows (Pn bel
b at x)) and x[P1 : : : Pn ℄y. We need to show (Pn bel
b at y). Since x[P1 : : : Pn ℄y, there exists a computation z
such that x[P1 : : : Pn 1 ℄z and z [Pn ℄y . By Theorem 4 in
[2], we have Pn 1 knows (Pn bel b) at z which implies
Pn bel b at z . Finally, since z [Pn℄y, Pn bel b at y.

5. Transfer of Belief
The following lemma from [2] is of fundamental importance in transfer of knowledge. We state it below and give
an alternative and more elementary proof. It gives strong restrictions on the transfer of knowledge about remote predicates. We show that this lemma does not hold for belief.
Therefore, the notion of belief does not have these restrictions, making it more flexible for systems where processes
are loosely coupled.
Lemma 5.1 (Knowledge Transfer). Let b be a predicate
that is local to P and (x; e) be a computation where e is an
event on P .
1. If e is a receive, then (P knows b at x)
b at (x; e)) (Knowledge is not lost).

) (P knows

Proof. We prove Part 1. Let z be a computation such that
(x; e)[P ℄z . Consider (z e), which is a computation by the
principle of computation extension. We have (z e)[P ℄x,
and therefore b at (z e) and b at z (since b is local to
P ).
Unlike knowledge, a process’s belief about remote predicates may change by any one of the three types of actions
(events). Indeed, a receive action or a send action can increase or decrease belief. Perhaps more surprisingly, even
an internal event in a process may change its belief about
remote predicates.
Lemma 5.2 (Belief Transfer). Let b be a predicate that is
local to P and let x and (x; e) be computations where e is
an event on P . P ’s belief of b from x to (x; e) may increase
or decrease, regardless of whether e is a receive, a send, or
an internal action.
The following sequence of examples illustrates some of
these possibilities. The examples consider a system of two
processes, p and q . In each example, p has some belief
regarding a predicate b that is local to q . The first example
shows how a receive action can increase or decrease belief,
depending on the value that is received.
Example 5.1. Let the events on q consist of three possible
internal events (sq , h, and t) and two possible send events
(Sh and St ). Process computations for q are strings of the
form hsq Sh sq or tsq St sq . Informally, q begins by flipping
a coin and then eventually sends the result of the coin toss
to p. The events on p consist of the internal event sp and the
receive events Rh and Rt . Process computations for p are
strings of the form sp Rh or sp Rt .
Now let b be the predicate “an h occurred” and x be the
1 N (N +1)
computation hSh . Then we have aN = N2 (N +1)+1 , and
hence p bel 12 b at x.
Once p receives a message, however, this belief changes.
Extending x with Rh we obtain p bel1 b at (x; Rh ). In fact,
we have P knows b at (x; Rh ). On the other hand, extending
x with Rt yields p bel0 b at (x; Rt ). Thus, while receive
actions can only increase knowledge, they can increase or
decrease belief.
The next example illustrates how sending a message can
increase belief in a remote predicate.
Example 5.2. Let process computations for q be strings of
the form Rh hsq or Rt tsq . Informally, q waits to receive a
message from p and then generates the corresponding event.

Process computations for p are strings of the form sp Sh or
sp St .
Again, b is the predicate “an h occurred” and let x be the
empty computation. Then we have P bel0 b at x. Extension
of this computation with a send by p, however, can strictly
increase p’s belief: P bel1 b at (x; Sh ).
The next example shows that modifications of belief do
not require extremal changes. That is, belief may increase
to a value strictly less that 1, or decrease to a value strictly
greater than 0.
Example 5.3. Let process q have a single internal event,
sq , and a single send event, Sa (corresponding to an “abort”
message). Similarly, process p has an internal even, sp , and
a receive event, Ra . Process q ’s computations are either of
the form sq or one of: Sa , sq Sa , or sq sq Sa . Conversely, p’s
computations are either of the form sp or sp Ra .
Now let b be the predicate “there are at least 3 events on
q”. This predicate is local to q. Let x be the computation
sq Sa . In this case, p bel1 b at x. Extending this computation
with a receive, however, decreases p’s belief to a non-zero
value: p bel 13 b at (x; Ra ).
The last example shows how internal actions may change
a belief about a remote predicate.
Example 5.4. Let process computations for q and p be prefixes of sq sq and sp sp (internal skip events) respectively.
Let x =  be the empty computation and b be the predicate
“there are at least 2 events on q ”. Then p bel 13 b at x. Extending x by an internal action sp , we find that p’s belief in
b increases: p bel 12 at (x; sp ).
The examples in this section illustrate how a process’s
belief in a remote predicate can increase or decrease as a
result of sends, receives, or internal actions.

6. Applications of Belief
In this section, we consider two common constructs in
distributed systems: leases and directories. Both constructs
have proven to be very useful in the construction of real,
asynchronous distributed systems, but a knowledge-based
analysis does not accurately capture their utility. Instead,
belief can be used to characterize these constructs.

6.1. Asynchronous Leases
A lease is a time-driven mechanism for releasing remote
resources. It has been used to address a variety of problems
in distributed system design, including cache consistency
[8] and garbage collection [4]. Leases can be used to isolate
a system from the failure of an individual component.

For example, in garbage collection, a reference is released only with an accompanying lease. The server guarantees the availability of the referenced object only for the
duration of the lease. If the client wishes to maintain the
validity of the reference it holds, the corresponding lease
must be renewed with the server. If the client crashes, its
lease eventually expires, and the server can safely garbage
collect the referenced object.
Leases can be characterized using knowledge from the
point of view of both the holder and the grantor of the lease.
In the case of garbage collection, for example, granting a
lease reflects knowledge that a remote reference exists. The
expiration of a lease reflects the knowledge that a (valid)
remote reference no longer exists.
In a purely asynchronous system, timeouts cannot be
used reliably. In this case, the lease mechanism still has
application, but the expiration of a lease triggers a message
and acknowledgment protocol between the grantor and the
holder. It is the reception of an acknowledgment from the
holder that allows the grantor to know that the resource represented by the lease is no longer held by the remote client.
When failures can occur, however, the grantor cannot
rely on an acknowledgment to learn something about the
lease holder (since the lease holder may have crashed). In
these cases, the grantor must be able to learn something
from the sending of a message alone. This suggests that
asynchronous leases should be modeled as reflections of belief rather than knowledge.
For a server p granting a lease to a client q , the property
obtained is p bel q holds r (where r is a reference to the
corresponding resource). The belief threshold may be a
function of the likelihood of q crashing. This belief may
decrease by the local actions in p, modelling the decline of
the corresponding belief as a function of time. The expiration of an asynchronous lease is also a local action at the
server. The server’s belief about a client holding a lease may
also change (more dramatically) by a send action. After this
send, a new belief property of the form p bel  (q holds r)
is obtained. It is this belief that justifies garbage collection
by the server.
Because belief (even with a threshold of 1) is not necessarily knowledge, holding (or granting) a lease is not a guarantee of availability (or unavailability) of the corresponding
resource. This belief-based formulation reflects the besteffort semantics of real distributed leases, such as those provided in Jini [4].
Consider a basic asynchronous lease in a system with
a server, p, (the grantor of the lease) and a client, q , (the
holder of the lease). Events on q include: sending a request
(Sreq ), receiving the granting of the lease (Rgrt ), receiving the expiration of the lease (Rexp ), and sending an acknowledgement of the expiration (Sa k ). The corresponding sends and receives are events on p. In addition, internal

events uq and lq represent client computation while holding the lease and while not holding it (“using” and “local”
respectively). The protocol is illustrated in Figure 1.
Sreq

uqj

R grt

0.5

0.4

*

lq

R exp Sack

q
belief
0.3

0.2

p

R req Sgrt

l

k
p

Sexp

R ack

*

lp

Figure 1. Messages Exchanged for an Asynchronous Lease
As seen in this figure, the client’s computations are prefixes of
Sreq Rgrt (juq )j Rexp Sa k lq
while the server’s computations are prefixes of
Rreq Sgrt (jlp )k Sexp Ra k lp
To model the potential for client crashes, we add another client event, aq (for abort). An abort can occur while
holding the lease or after receiving an expiration notice but
before sending the corresponding acknowledgement. The
client computations are therefore prefixes of
Sreq Rgrt (juq )j (aq jRexp aq jRexp Sa k lq )
Let b be the predicate “q is using the resource”. Then
b at x is true if x contains Rgrt but does not contain Rexp
or aq . Let x be the computation Sreq Rreq Sgrt . It is not
the case that p knows b at x. That is, even after granting
the lease, p does not know whether q is using the resource.
However, p bel b at x with = 2jj+1
. Notice that the
+3
1
value of , which is close to 2 for large j , is a reflection of

the likelihood of crashes at the client.
Let xk be the computation (x; lpk ) (the computation x extended by k local events on p). Then we find thatp bel b at
k+2
xk with = 2A+(k+Aj+2)+1 where A = j+j+1
1. This
j +2
1
quantity is asymptotically equivalent to 2+ k . Therefore,
j

this belief goes to 0 as k goes to infinity, for a fixed j (see
Figure 2).
We also compute that p bel0 b at y for y = (x; Sexp ),
equivalently, p bel1  b at y . Thus, after sending the expiration notice, p believes with 1 that q is no longer using
the resource. In practice, p can determine when to send this
notice according to its decay in belief that q is still using the
resource. That is, when p’s belief, as illustrated in Figure 2,
decreases beneath some threshold, the lease expires. Thus,
k functions as a timer, triggering the expiration of the lease.

100

200

300

k

Figure 2. Decline of server’s belief as a function of its local events (for j=50)

6.2. Distributed Directories
For bootstrapping a distributed application, components
must find their remote counterparts. Typically, some form
of naming service or directory is used (e.g. the CORBA
naming service [16], the Java RMI registry [18], or UDDI
for web services [14]). This model is based on the assumption that such a directory is more easily found than specific
application components.
An entry in a directory is often modelled as a reflection
what the directory knows about the remote application component. For example, an entry might include what interface
is used to access the component and where the component
is located. This knowledge is gained when the directory receives a message (a registration) from this component.
For real, loosely coupled, distributed systems, however,
this knowledge-based model of a directory service is too
stringent. The knowledge-based characterization requires
that the directory can only “forget” information by sending
a message. Thus, an application component that is registered with a directory service must maintain the same interfaces and be at the same location as indicated in its registry,
until it receives a message from the directory! Thus, any
information registered with a directory service (modeled by
knowledge) represents a loss of volition on the part of the
application component. This loss of volition is not appropriate for loosely coupled systems (e.g., with high mobility,
or independent reversioning of interfaces).
Even in loosely coupled systems, however, directories
are still useful constructs. They are useful not because their
entries represent knowledge, but rather because they represent belief. The remote application component may or may
not have the attributes encoded in its registration, but the di-

rectory believes (with a certain threshold) that the entry is
correct. Other components, by querying the directory service, would learn about this belief. For a component C using a directory D that has an entry r regarding a registered
component, the property obtained is C knows D bel r:
With this model of directories, application components can
still change their state, so long as this possibility is reflected
in the threshold ( ) of belief.

7. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed a formalism for the notion of belief in distributed systems based on isomorphisms
of system computations. We have shown that this formalism
is a generalization of the previously introduced and formalized notion of knowledge, which has proven to be useful
in reasoning about distributed systems. Knowledge alone,
however, is not adequate in loosely coupled distributed applications, where the required loss of volition is too strict of
a requirement. We have demonstrated how the more general notion of belief can be applied to describe applications
where knowledge is too restrictive. It seems likely that the
notion of belief introduced in this paper can also be applied
to some of the classical consensus problems in distributed
systems, such as the coordinated attack problem [7], where
a knowledge-based solution is known to be impossible.
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